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By Ben Box

Footprint Travel Guides. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Bolivia (6th Revised edition),
Ben Box, Bolivia is home to enormous biodiversity: surreal volcanic landscapes, lush valleys, vast
salt flats and Amazon jungle. Footprint's 6th edition Bolivia Handbook will guide you from the
blinding-white expanse of Salar de Uyuni and racing round hairpin bends on the most dangerous
road in the world to the stunning turquoise of Lake Titicaca. * Great coverage of the top activities
and sights in the country, including trekking, wildlife spotting & the Che Guevara trail * Loaded with
information and suggestions on how to get off the beaten track, from swimming with pink river
dolphins in the Amazon, to exploring the remnants of ancient civilizations * Includes comprehensive
information on everything from transport and practicalities to history, culture & landscape * Plus all
the usual accommodation, eating and drinking listings for every budget * Full-colour planning
section to inspire you and help you find the best experiences From the colourful indigenous markets
of La Paz to the flamingos feeding in the Altiplano, Footprint's fully updated 6th edition will help you
navigate this astonishing destination.
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ReviewsReviews

This publication will never be e ortless to get started on reading through but very entertaining to read through. It normally is not going to expense too
much. I discovered this publication from my dad and i encouraged this book to find out.
-- O tilia  Schinner-- O tilia  Schinner

This sort of book is every little thing and made me searching ahead and more. Sure, it is actually play, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature.
You wont feel monotony at whenever you want of the time (that's what catalogs are for relating to in the event you ask me).
-- Ga vin B osco IV-- Ga vin B osco IV
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